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Committed to making great libraries even better

Supporting the Spokane County Library District



The library is the cornerstone of civic pride and 
essential to a healthy, vibrant community. More than 
just books and computers, libraries are an investment in 
our community’s future generations of thinkers, doers, 
and leaders.

The new Spokane Valley Library at the corner of 
Sprague Avenue and Herald Road is the next pillar 
in an emerging civic center and multi-generational 
community gathering space. The single story, 
$15-million project has an open, multiple-use floor plan, 
created to meet current and future needs, along with 
efficient building systems and layout. 

The 28,000-square foot library will feature 
contemporary technology, a large community room 
with space to accommodate up to 200 people, a fully 
equipped audio-visual studio for public use, several 
smaller conference rooms, and a vibrant, spacious 
children’s area. 

Giving opportunities with prominent recognition are available throughout the library

Spokane Valley Library is the anchor to a future library-
park campus. The City of Spokane Valley plans the 
expansion of nearby Balfour Park with coordinated 
landscaping to create a seamless library-park experience. 

Private sector donations toward a $1 million goal 
will enhance construction amenities and finishes. All 
contributions are valued, no matter the size. Private 
funding offers giving opportunities with prominent 
recognition while creating an impactful legacy that 
benefits the people we care about in the place we 
care about—Spokane Valley. 

Naming rights and sponsorship opportunities are 
available for the conference rooms, plaza, children’s 
area, learning trail, technology commons, teen and 
adult sections, and conference gardens. The donor 
levels for these naming rights begin at $10,000. Please 
contact the Library Foundation of Spokane County for 
more information. 



For a contribution of $500, a personalized paver will 
be added to the Plaza and permanently on display 
at the Spokane Valley Library. Contributions may be 
made by one person, a family, or an organization. 
You can commemorate a special event in someone’s 
life, honor a friend or family member, or memorialize 
someone special. 

The Plaza and its various elements allow for multiple levels of recognition opportunities

Donor recognition begins at $500 for an engraved  
12-inch x 12-inch plaza paver.

Giving opportunities include library resources as well as  
building amenities. 



Spokane Valley Library Giving Opportunities

      *At time of publication

Library Foundation of Spokane County appreciates your donation  
to the new Spokane Valley Library.

Library Foundation of Spokane County
4322 North Argonne Road

Spokane, Washington 99212

supportscld.org 
foundation@scld.org

509.893.8200

AVAILABILITY* AMOUNT ASSET TIME PERIOD

Reserved $ 250,000 Community Room In Perpetuity

Reserved $ 175,000 The Studio 15 years

Yes $ 50,000 Conference Room

10 years

Yes $ 50,000 Conference Room

Yes $ 50,000 Conference Room

Yes $ 50,000 Conference Room

Yes $ 50,000 Plaza

Yes $ 20,000 Children’s Area

10 years

Yes $ 20,000 Learning Trail

Yes $ 20,000 Technology Commons

Yes $ 20,000 Teen Section

Yes $ 20,000 Adult Section

Yes $ 20,000 Conference Garden

Yes $ 20,000 Conference Garden

Yes $ 20,000 EV Charging Stations

Yes $ 10,000 Park Facing Bench

10 years

Yes $ 10,000 Park Facing Bench

Yes $ 10,000 Plaza Tree

Yes $ 10,000 Plaza Tree

Reserved $ 10,000 Plaza Bench

Yes $ 10,000 Plaza Bench

Yes $ 10,000 Plaza Bench

Yes $ 10,000 Plaza Bench

Reserved $ 5,000 Plaza Bench

Yes $ 5,000 Plaza Bench

Yes $ 500 12”x12” Pavers In Perpetuity


